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Cdcms report module login

English (United Kingdom) English (United States) Español (Latinoamérica) Reporting Module has been designed to provide a feature-rich and user-friendly web interface for reporting within OpenMRS. In addition, the reporting engine provides a flexible and extensible API that module developers can
develop against creating their own reports and tools. The basic idea of the reporting engine is to provide a solid foundation so that other developers can use the framework to implement new features. Report types There are many different report types, but these can be divided into two main types. Object
reports on a domain These reports export data in a multi-column format, where each row represents the object and each column represents the attribute associated with the object. Currently, only line-per-patient reports are natively supported, but scheduling is multiple objects (for example, Meeting Line
and Line per Program). The Message Indicator reports aggregate groups of people for each question. Below is the period indicator report. Each row contains a question, and the corresponding column contains the answer. The answer to each question is a reference to the members of the group that
meets the question. Limitations As a result, report compatibility is used to bridge the gap between old and new (e.g. cohort builder combination and data export). This reporting engine has many basic features for evaluating parts of a report, but it does not have a good user interface for designing a full
report. The cohort builder is best suited for querying adhoc, although for unsupported data entry, you must use the query editor cohort in the reporting engine. Data exports can only be designed or exported using report compatibility. This module includes a feature that allows you to define simple
definitions of datasets, such as a SQL-based dataset, but other definitions are not available. HPCL HPGAS Only DCMSCentralizationApp, ReportModule &amp; HPCLOfficer is available on this server. DealerApplication ReportModule HPCLOfficer For other features such as EZYGAS, use the URL that
has already been communicated. You are here: English Language Picture: Any consumer who wishes to register a complaint about any product or service against any LPG distributor (HP GAS) or any retail store (petrol pump) can click on the relevant image below and register a complaint on the online
form. After a complaint has been lodged, the status of the complaint may also be monitored by the consumer online. Complaints generally apply to: Any unfair/restrictive business practices adopted by any reseller/distributorS/services purchased have quality and/or qualityOverchargingShortfall from HPCL
Citizen Charter commitments Please click on the appropriate image to register your complaint: New seller registration questions Click here to track the progress of your complaint, query, suggestion, award Here to track the progress of your inquiries vendor Resolving HP TimelineCL TimelineCL complaints
try to respond to complaints received through a toll free number/web portal within a fortnight, except in circumstances that the company out of control see. Natural calamities, strikes, system failures or cases authorising investigations, the closure of which may take longer, etc. in which case an interim reply
would be sent. HPCL also has a public complaint compensation mechanism (PGR), which can be viewed by clicking here
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